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THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
•The Immune System

= the body’s defense against infection and disease

• Immunity

= the capacity of the body to resist & defend against foreign invaders (pathogens)

- There are two types of immunity:

1) Non-Specific Immunity

- immunity that guards against all types of foreign invaders

ie) splinter, bacteria, fungus, foreign cells, etc. 

- provided by your innate immune system 

- includes:
a) External Protection

- skin = physical barrier
- mucus = sticky substance lining body openings to trap pathogens
- cilia = tiny hairs that sweep that sweep pathogens away
- other bodily fluids (sweat, saliva, tears, stomach juices) = contain 

chemicals that destroy pathogens 

b) Internal Protection
i) fever 

= creates an unhospitable environment as 
most pathogens are temperature specific

ii)  leukocytes 
= circulate through the body between the organs and nodes via lymphatic 

& blood vessels identifying, attacking & destroying  pathogens or foreign     
substances in the body

- The two basic types of leukocytes are:

: phagocytes - cells that chew up invading organisms
: lymphocytes - cells that allow the body to remember & recognize 

previous invaders and help the body 
destroy them

2) Specific Immunity

- acts against one specific type of invader

-each specific invader produces antigens

- Antigens

: proteins that the body would not recognize present on substances that are 

foreign to your body (pathogens,etc)

= stimulate the body to produce antibodies.

- Antibodies

: a protein molecule produced by the immune 

system used to tag & destroy pathogens 

- Lymphocytes

: are specific white blood cells used in the production of antibodies & 

destruction of  pathogens

: 3 main types of lymphocytes:

a) B cells = Munitions Officer

- type of lymphocytes that secrete antibodies

b) T cells = Guards

- type of lymphocytes that identify & disable infected body cells

- stored in the Thymus

c) Macrophage = Infantry

- engulf and destroys pathogens
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Our Immune System Army
• Ways to Acquire Immunity

- Specific immunity may be developed in 1 of 2 ways:

a. Active Immunity

=  resistance to pathogens as a result of previous exposure through:

- illness

- vaccination (injection containing killed or weakened pathogens)

- produce proteins recognized as antigens by our immune systems causing       

Memory T-cells and B-cells to remain ready to fight off the illness if it is 

encountered again

b. Passive Immunity 

= immunity resulting from the acquisition of antibodies which have been 

: produced in another animal (by active means) 

: derived from cells grown in tissue culture (monoclonal antibodies) 

- acquired via 

: injection of immune serum from an individual who has been  

previously immunized or recovered from disease 

: placental transfer of antibodies from mother to fetus

: breast milk transfer of antibodies from mother to infant by nursing

• Disorders and Diseases of the Immune System
a. Allergies 

- the immune system mistakenly recognizes harmless foreign particles (called 
allergens) as serious threats

- triggers an immune response causing leukocytes to release chemicals called 
histamines  (swelling) & heparin (water)

= sneezing, runny nose, and watery eyes
- in severe cases anaphylaxis (airway obstruction, low blood pressure) can occur
- Treatment:

: Anti-histamines (Claratin, Reactine, etc) 
block effect of histamines & relieve mild
allergic reactions

: More severe reactions require treatment 
via epinephrine (Epipen) or Immunotherapy
to build tolerance through gradual exposure 

b. Autoimmune disorders

- Autoimmune disorders occur when the immune system fails to recognize a 

protein as “self” and launches an attack.

= forms antibodies against some of the bodies own antigens

- Examples:

: Multiple sclerosis

: Lupus

: Rheumatoid arthritis 

: Chron’s disease 

- Treatment:

: None of these can be cured, but drugs can

help slow the progress of these diseases.

c. AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) 

- AIDS is caused by an infection by the HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus)

- the virus attacks & destroys T-helper cells

= immune response is not launched when the body is invaded by a    

pathogen

- Treatment:

: Because it attacks the immune system directly, 

finding a vaccine has been difficult.

: Some drugs can slow down HIV reproduction, 

but no cure exists yet 

: Preventing exposure is still the best “cure.”
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d. SCID (Severe Combined Immune Deficiency) 

- a.k.a. Bubble Boy Syndrome

- is a genetic condition in which one or more genes for proteins crucial for the 
immune system are defective 

= Children born with SCID have no immune system

- Treatment:

: Gene therapy is an experimental 

treatment has been used to inject a

good copy of the defective gene into 

blood cells or bone marrow cells 

Bubble Boy Cure

e. Cancer
- Cancer occurs when the mechanisms that control cell division fail, and body 

cells divide out of control

- Specialized T-cells can recognize and destroy these cells, but if division is too 

rapid, the T-cells cannot keep up

- Treatment:

: involves a combination of radiation,

chemotherapy & surgical removal of

the cancerous cells

: some cancer research involves assisting

T-cells  in recognizing & destroying

cancer cells

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3kAvBamEw4

